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Meccaniche Veloci to present “Only One Collection” 
at Baselworld 2012 
Young Italian company Meccaniche Veloci has a reputation of the 
brand that could surprise the world of fast cars with beautiful 
elaborate watches. Founded in 2006, the company became famous 
for its "first-born" - the Quattro Valvole watch, which design was 
inspired by the classic motor Quattro Valvole. 

At the upcoming watch exhibition BaselWorld 2012 the company 
Meccaniche Veloci will introduce a new exclusive line of watches 
Only One Collection, for the creation of which were used materials, 
connected to the world of high-speed sport racing and aeronautics. 
Emphasizing the design and maximum precision of the components, 
chronograph dials in a line Only One Collection are made of racing 
cars and motorcycles components. 

The round case of the model with a diameter 44 mm is made of titanium with the IPB-coated. The front side of 
the case is protected by a slightly convex sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating. The case back is made of 
titanium screws attached to the case, providing maximum protection and durability. Screwed-in crown in 
titanium is framed by black rubber and mounted in the traditional position - at the 3 o’clock position. 

In the design of the dial are used certain parts and Formula 1 car racing colors - rich red and black. The watch 
is based on a Swiss automatic mechanical mechanism ETA 7750, sophisticated with chronograph function. The 
caliber on 25 jewels has a carrying frequency of 28,800 vibrations per hour. 

The novelty comes on a strap of leather and rubber, integrated into the case. 

To buy a watch from the new line Only One Collection will be available through the authorized representatives 
of Meccaniche Veloci company. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Link articolo online: 
http://www.jfwmagazine.com/watches/news/1029-meccaniche-veloci-to-present-only-one-collection-at-baselworld-2012.html 
 


